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One year ago, the Archives of Public Health took a new start and became an electronic jour-
nal. We were successful in publishing four issues, each with three peer-reviewed articles, 
with editorials, book reviews and executive summaries of PhD dissertations.  

The topic of the papers covered a variety of public health issues. There were papers on pub-
lic health nutrition (1, 2), on mental health (3, 4), on tobacco smoking (5, 6), on occupational 
health (7), patient rights (8), divorce and health (9), primary care (10), health services re-
search (11) and cancer screening (12). The editor’s favourite was the latter. Within this paper 
the results of four systematic reviews on respectively colorectal, breast, prostate, and cervi-
cal cancer screening are discussed in relation to the European guidelines and strategies for 
Belgium.  

In the current issue, the Archives of Public Health continues to present the richness of the 
diversity of public health research with papers on cognitive impairment screening in general 
practice (13), depression (14) and health care access for asylum seekers (15). A public 
health topic which was not present in last year’s volume and which cannot be found among 
recently submitted papers either is infectious diseases. This is somewhat unexpected given 
the very interesting congress on infectious disease and public health organised by the Bel-
gian Association of Public Health in December 2008. During this congress, several 
outstanding papers on statistical methods in infectious disease surveillance and control were 
presented. The journal especially welcomes papers related to infectious disease surveil-
lance.  

In the last editorial of 2008, the development of epidemiology and its relationship to the level 
of academic education and field training was discussed (16). In Belgium, we still have a long 
way to go to match up with the other EU countries. This is also reflected in the position of 
Belgium as to the number of scientific publications and citations. In the SCImago Journal and 
Country Ranking (http://www.scimagojr.com), which compares EU countries for the period 
1996-2007, Belgium only ranked 11th in the field of public health, environmental and occupa-
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tional Health and 12th in the field of epidemiology. For epidemiology, the Belgian production 
level is only 20% compared to the Netherlands, France, Italy, Sweden. 

 These observations make us wonder: why is Belgium lagging behind? Is it related to the 
academic education and the virtual non-existence of advanced training in public health? Is it 
caused by a lack of attractive research careers for young people? Is the investment in public 
health science too low and too little? Are the funding mechanisms too archaic? Or has it just 
something to do with the publication culture that is driving public health researchers and pub-
lic health departments?  

Is public health research and epidemiology doing worse compared to other domains or is the 
Belgian position similar for all scientific domains? Within the health sector we observe for the 
same period that medicine in general is ranked at number 10, internal medicine at 11 and 
clinical genetics at 13. Some examples outside the health sectors are: mathematics at num-
ber 8, physics at 9 and social sciences at 10. In general, Belgium is never among the top 5 
countries.  

However, even if the problem is not limited to public health, it is time that the public health 
community reacts. Universities, research institutes, funding agencies, governments and es-
pecially researchers themselves have to define what contributions they can make to remedy 
the current situation. The Belgian Association of Public Health should also be challenged by 
these figures and take this up as an urgent issue to be tackled. 
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